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hindi movies are also a great way to learn the hindi language. they are extremely challenging, and even if you have
studied at school, they still have a way of testing your understanding. they are absolutely packed with idioms, which

you can use in your day-to-day conversations. and if you find that you are struggling, you can just watch the hindi film
again. hindi movies and series are one of the best ways to improve your hindi speaking ability, and to understand the

intricacies of hindi grammar. and if you are not a native speaker, it will definitely help you develop a listening and
understanding skills, and help you to write and speak with greater confidence. but the main reason that i love hindi

movies is because they are fun! you can’t help but laugh at some of the most funny scenes in hindi films. they are not
watered down, and they don’t have any silly songs or dances in them. and the hindi film stars, also known as

‘bollywood stars’ are so likeable, and the characters they play are so likeable. the people of india love them, and they
love the people of india back. they are the heroes of india, and one of their greatest assets. you could say they are the
heroes of the world. but what i love most about hindi movies is how hindi movies show the diversity of india. the hindi

film industry is a huge global force in india, and is the second-biggest employer in the world, and the industry has
immense talent. the actors, the writers, the directors, the producers and the technicians are all incredibly talented,
and are a great influence in the world of bollywood. if you want to know about the world of bollywood, watch a hindi

film!
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3. know the language. movies and
series are not the same thing as a

language. watch the film in a
language you are learning. you
can watch an english film and

speak to your students. you can
even learn the language watching

the film, you will have the
opportunity to know all the

expressions. just remember, you
need to be in your target

language. if you are watching the
film in english, you will miss
important expressions and

expressions that are not in your
target language. 5. learn the

language. movies and series give
you the opportunity to learn
words, phrases and common

expressions. if you are learning a
language, watch films and series
in the language you are learning.
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this way, you will be able to learn
the language. you will be able to
hear expressions that you do not

know. watch the language you are
learning in the subtitles. hindi

movies and series have a special
place in my heart. i grew up

watching them on tv and saw my
first hindi film at a local cinema

when i was nine years old. it was
an instant hit, and i have been
hooked ever since. many years
later i have made several hindi
movies, shot in india, and have
appeared in some of the most

famous hindi films of all time. it
was a great privilege to be a part

of the hindi film industry, and i will
always be grateful to my friends,
colleagues and the amazing team

at deepika. firstly, hindi movies are
an incredible way to learn about

india. they are so rich and
complex, that you can learn so
much about a country without

even having to leave your couch.
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for example, i grew up knowing a
lot of hindi dialogues, with the rest
learnt from watching films. i knew
that a bus means a ‘cab’, that a

‘rickshaw’ is a small car and that a
‘chicken run’ is a cheap pub. i can

even count the number of hindi
films that i have seen without

counting, and i can easily recite
the names of the main characters
of any hindi film i have ever seen!
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